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1. Program
General topics of the meeting in Belgium:
-

Activating seniors in the villages through (member based) organisations
The link between local food production and local services
Care for the elderly in a rural context
Participation of older people who live in poverty

Program Monday, May 19, 2014
- Short walk through Aarschot
- Joint dinner at the Hotel 's Hertogenmolens

Program Tuesday, May 20, 2014
07.00 – 08.30 am

Breakfast at Hotel ’s Hertogenmolens, Demerstraat 1A, 3200 Aarschot

08.30 – 10.00 am

Working session at the Hotel 's Hertogenmolens
Exchange on the following questions:
- Who has a range of senior activities in the villages?
(associations, government ...)
- What does it offer?
- Is this offer open to all seniors in the village?
- Are both young and older seniors participating in the offer?

10.00 – 11.00 am

Intermission and relocation to Kampenhout-Relst school garden,
Schransstraat 16, 1910 Kampenhout (28 km from Leuven - 25 minutes)

11.00 – 12.30 pm

Guided tour in the school garden, by the responsible volunteers of
Landelijke Gilden Relst.
Information on different variants of school and community gardening
by Marleen Van der Velden (member of staff, Landelijke Gilden)

12.30 – 13.30 pm

Picnic near the school garden

13.30 – 14.00 pm

Relocation to residential care center Molenstee, Gemeenteplein 1,
1910 Kampenhout (4 km – 7 minutes)

14.00 – 15.15 pm

Welcome by Mayor Kris Leaerts, Marc Dierick (managing director of
the care center) and volunteers residential care center.
Presentation of the service offerings of the Residential Care center to
residents and locals. Presentation of the work of the volunteers.

15.15 – 16.45 pm

Working session 2
Brief presentation of some specific rural initiatives that concern the
topic care:
- the 'care neighbors' project of the Rural Homecare association
(Landelijke Thuiszorg),
- the importance of 'carers' in the rural areas and how to support
them,
- the role of ‘care farmers and hostfamilies' in accommodating
persons with young dementia.

By Hilde Weckhuysen, coordinator of Our Care network association.
Time for informal exchanges by the GRUNDTVIG-partners: Are there
initiatives to support older people to remain longer at home?
16.45 – 17.00 pm

Intermission

17.00 – 18.00 pm

Visit to farm and local brewery: Hof Ten Dormael, Caubergstraat 2,
3510 Tildonk (10 km – 15 minutes)

18.00 – 18.30 pm

Relocation to Leuven, Parking Boerenbond and Landelijke Gilden,
Diestsevest 40, 3000 Leuven (16 km – 27 minutes)

18.30 – 19.30 pm

Introducing to Leuven from Karel Lhermitte, employee research
department Boerenbond (the Farmers Federation) and Landelijke
Gilden.

19.30 – 22.00 pm

Supper at Leuven and return to Aarschot (20 miles - 20 minutes)

Program Wednesday, May 21, 2014
07.00 – 08.15 am

Breakfast at Hotel ’s Hertogenmolens, Demerstraat 1A, 3200 Aarschot

08.15 – 08.45 am

Relocation to association De Vlaspit, Basilieklaan 53, 3270
Scherpenheuvel (11 km – 21 minutes)

08.45 – 11.00 am

Introduction to the operation of the association ‘De Vlaspit’, by
Monique Dobbeleer (director).
Local dialogue on poverty, with attention to the specific situation of
the elderly in poverty. Introduction by Jozefien Godemont
(Welzijnsschakels – Association of people who live in poverty and
supporters) and/or Sylvie Vanderhoydonck (Welzijnszorg - The Flamish
Welfare association).
Work session 3
Time for informal exchange by the GRUNDTVIG-partners:
- What efforts are being made to keep initiatives for the elderly
accessible?
- Is the proposed methodology useful for other vulnerable groups
of villagers (older seniors, people with disabilities, ...)?

11.10 – 12.00 am

Guided tour at ‘De Vlaspit’ and the little town of Scherpenheuvel, by a
senior volunteer

12.00 – 13.15 pm

Lunch at the ‘Heerlijkheid’, Albertusplein 19, 3270 Scherpenheuvel

13.15 – 14.00 pm

Relocation to city hall Tienen, Grote markt 17, 3300 Tienen (27 km – 30
minutes)

14.00 – 15.00 pm

Welcome by Wim Berge, member of the board of the city council
(responsabilities: culture, youth, tourism, child care etc.)
Participation in the community Tienen: presentation of the operation
of the municipal councils for culture and seniors.

15.00 – 15.15 pm

Relocation to farm in de Zon, Aarschotsesteenweg 737, 3300
Vissenaken (5,5 km – 15 minutes)

15.15 – 16.30 pm

Farm Visit with attention for farm shop selling local farm products.

16.30 – 16.45 pm

Relocation to community centre Vissenaken (2 km – 5 minutes)

16.45 – 17.30 pm

Walk through Vissenaken with focus on: the project ‘Vissenaken alive’,
active association life (including village association for seniors), ...

17.30 – 18.30 pm

Work session: Exchange around lessons learned visiting Belgium

18.30 – 22.00 pm

Supper at Vissenaken and return to Aarschot (21 kilometer – 30
minutes)

Program Thursday, May 22, 2014
07.00 – 08.30 am
-

Breakfast at Hotel ’s Hertogenmolens, Demerstraat 1A, 3200 Aarschot

Workday for the coordinators: final report formatting.
Exploration of Brussels for the others.
Joint dinner at the Hotel 's Hertogenmolens Aarschot.

Program Friday, May 23, 2014
07.00 – 08.15 am

Breakfast at Hotel ’s Hertogenmolens, Demerstraat 1A, 3200 Aarschot

2. Description of the study visits
2.1. Working session at the Hotel 's Hertogenmolens
In the first general conference there has been an exchange on the following questions:
- Who has a range of senior activities in the villages? (associations, government ...)
- What does it offer?
- Is this offer open to all seniors in the village?
- Are both young and older seniors participating in the offer?

A brief summary of the input of the partners
In Denmark …
… exists professional care for the most week group of older people. They can appeal to a
range of day care activities. Voluntary workers support the professional carers.
… there is a voluntary center in each municipality, with activities as handicrafts, bus trips,
lectures and other. The voluntary workers are supported by 1 or 2 professionals. They use a
building that is owned by the municipality. Disadvantage: the distance to the location.
(Sometimes up to 50 km.)
… exist at least one big private association for elderly people, with local branches (small
clubs).
… exist ‘telephone cirkles’: elder people who phone to their neighbors to ask if everything is
ok, if they need something.
In Hungary …
… there is no national network of associations for elderly people. There exists a ‘council of
elders’, but this is not very active.
… the folk high school supports local associations through exchange and formation, with as
purpose the creation of clubs for retired people. These clubs are very active on health and
lifestyle topics, with lectures, practical lessons, visits etc.
… three to four million people live under poverty level. They live isolated and are difficult to
engage. They can be reached by organizing courses on practical skills as gardening, food
processing etc.

… people who are more educated, find their way to school classes with a more theoretical
offer of courses.
Different generations lived together in big houses (communist time). Although live is
nowadays expensive, youngster want to live independently. The transfer of skills between
generations happens fewer and fewer. They are not willing to take care of the older
generations, but expect themselves concrete help from their parents (food, care for the
children, …).
In Germany – East Frisia…
… rural seniors are very active in the organization ‘Land-Seniorenvereinigung Ostfriesland’.
They have almost 500 members. There is no membership fee. Participation is open for
everyone who is interested. People come from a far distance (up to 50 km). There is a great
solidarity among them: they drive together.
… voluntary workers take the lead in the organization of the activities. The breakfast
meetings are very succesfull, with lectures on a variety of topics by experts (healthcare,
history, free electricity market, …). In addition, they go to music festivals, they organize day
trips and overnight trips abroad. Key objectives are: active leisure experience, active and
lifelong learning and (international) networking.
… the activities are sponsored by local (rural) entrepreneurs. Seniors are an important target
group for them and a real economic power (‘silver economy’).
In the Netherlands…
… there are a lot of activities for rural seniors, organized by public and private organizations.
A major problem is the decline of the public finances. Volunteers take over, but lack financial
means for organizing attractive activities on the local level. So they organize themselves on
regional level. But this has a negative effect on the participation of less mobile and older
seniors.
… because of shifts in the policy, the government is more relying on volunteers for care
tasks. This puts pressure on the availability of volunteers for other tasks. Big questions are:
how can we find more volunteers, how can we support them and how can we reward them?
… several experiments are going on: ‘LETS’ (exchange of voluntary services), fiscal benefits
a.o.
... the lack of high speed internet is in a multiple way a disadvantage for the livability of rural
areas (e.g. less accessible public services and less young families who want to live in the
countryside).
… there is much to do about the mapping of competencies and the use of it in
intergenerational learning situations.
In Spain …
… communication is the answer to insulation.
… intergenerational work helps to bridge the gap between heritage and the young
generations and between new technologies and the older generations.

… initiatives are partly induced by governmental organizations, partly by private
organizations.
… families play an important role in intergenerational education and coöperation, and thus
in the long-term for the livability of the rural areas
Input from Belgium: see powerpoint.

2.2. Visit to the school garden of Kampenhout-Relst.
Topics: intergenerational learning, local sustainability, appeal to a variety of competences,
local food production as an alternative form of (public) service.

The international team visited a school garden in Kampenhout-Relst. Volunteers of
Landelijke Gilden Relst are responsible for the garden, in common with the local
school. Information was given about different variants of school and community gardening.
Not all children have the opportunity to work in the garden at home. A school garden aims
to bring school children in contact with life in nature. The monitoring of the growth and
flowering of plants and flowers, the working in the fertile earth, the taking care of the plants,
the growing of seeds into a tasty fruit, the counting of piers and centipedes... it’s something
that attracts children and can be hugely educational. Teachers learn about the capacities of
their pupils in a less formal way. For example: while they help each other or while cooking a
nice meal with the fresh ingredients of the school garden.
Each school can start a school garden. An attendant with some garden experience is quite
handy. He / she can occasionally take care of the heavy work (eg digging). We encourage the
volunteers of Landelijke Gilden to take up this job. Many school gardens are a good example
of cooperation between volunteers of our association and local primary schools.
We provide financial and educational support for beginning and continuing school gardens.
Therefore we work with sponsors and the Rural Classes association.

The season of the school garden begins normally in March and ends in June. If there is a
volunteer that looks after the garden during the summer holidays, the season can be
prolonged until the month of October. December. So every year, forming a group of schools
who are committed to gardening with their students. Some schools are taking part for the
first time, others have become regular participants.
More information: see powerpoint presentation and or mail to
marleen.van.der.velden@landelijkegilden.be

2.3. Visit to the residential care center Molenstee at Kampenhout.

Welcome by Kris Leaerts, mayor of Kampenhout, and Olivier Soil, activity director of the
residential care center. Visit with presentation of the service offerings of the Residential Care
center to residents and locals. Presentation of the work of the volunteers.
Molenstee is a nursing home located in the center of Kampenhout. The organization
provides a homely atmosphere and customized care to 61 residents. The goal is to be an
open house for the residents, their families and the environment. The professional and
voluntary workers believe it is important to maintain the interest of the residents in
actuality, hobbies, culture, ....
Volunteers add a tremendous value to the organization. They help residents and support
activities: a walk on the weekly market, the annual visit of Santa Claus, a dance moment with
the local senior citizens' association …
The work of the volunteers is the icing on the cake. Volunteers do this for free and without
being obliged to do so. Volunteers have a volunteer contract, this is a mutual cooperation
agreement.
More information: mail to olivier.soil@ocmw-kampenhout.be

2.4. Initiatives to support elderly people that live in their own house.
Brief presentation of some specific rural initiatives that concern the topic care:
- the 'care neighbors' project of the Rural Homecare association (Landelijke Thuiszorg),
- the importance of 'carers' in the rural areas and how to support them,
- the role of ‘care farmers and hostfamilies' in accommodating persons with young
dementia.
More information: see powerpoint presentation and or mail to hweckhuysen@ons.be.
Time for informal exchange by the GRUNDTVIG-partners: Are there initiatives to support
older people to remain longer at home?

2.5. Visit to the farm brewery Hof Ten Dormael.
Topics: intergenerational cooperation, rural entrepeneurship, local food production as an
alternative form of (public) service.
Hof Ten Dormael is a unique Farm brewery. The owner/brewmaster André Janssens and his
family go full circle: from the seed till the end product. They use only barley malt and
bittering hops that they grow themselves on the farm. The Hof ten Dormaal brewery also
uses oil from rapeseed produced on the farm as the primary source of energy for the boiling
and cooling processes in their brewing, rendering the small farmhouse a uniquely 99% selfsustaining brewery. The left-over residue of the brewing process is given as feed to the
livestock at the farm. 

2.6. Introduction to Leuven, the hometown of Landelijke Gilden.
Leuven is situated in the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium, at about 20 Km east of Brussels.
With a total population of about 90.000 inhabitants it could have been a inauspicious little
provincial town. Where it not that Leuven is renowned all over the world for its University
(the KUL = Katholieke Universiteit Leuven -Catholic University of Louvain), one of the oldest
still existing catholic universities in the world, founded in 1425.
The city of Leuven also hosts the headquarters of Interbrew (international brewery group
and … Landelijke Gilden and his founding organization Boerenbond. Boerenbond is the
largest farmers organisation in Flanders. It’s aim is defending the interests of Flemish
farmers, as well as providing consultancy and vocational training for them. Throughout its
125 years history, Boerenbond has developed a broad experience in assisting rural
entrepreneurs with developing their business, networks and technological skills, not only in
the 'traditional' agricultural sectors, but also in more innovative directions such as
experience economy activities, green care, landscape management, biobased and C2C
production, etc.
More information: karel.lhermitte@landelijkegilden.be

2.7. Introduction to the operation of the association ‘De Vlaspit’.
Introduction by Jozefien Godemont (Welzijnsschakels – Association of people who live in
poverty and supporters) on the theme: local dialogue on poverty, with attention to the
specific situation of the elderly in poverty.
In the countryside, poverty is usually hidden, yet it is a harsh reality for too many rural
residents. Rural poverty has its own face. It is e.g. not concentrated in one place, but more
widespread. Rural dwellers generally wait longer before they contact professional care. This
makes rural poverty less measurable and therefore less visible and often forgotten. A lot of
older people in rural areas have a small pension and therefore experience financial problems

at the end of the month. But even older residents who are well-off, face similar problems as
people in poverty, for instance the decline of services in the villages and towns (recreational
services, healthcare services, shops, etc.), the lack of good public transportation and a lack of
affordable housing of good quality.
During the introduction of Jozefien Godemont, we discovered a way to increase liveability in
a visible and sustainable way. This approach method was developed by the association
'Welzijnsschakels'. This organisation brings volunteers with and without a background of
poverty together in local groups. The actions of these groups empower people who are
marginalised. This is done in several ways: for instance through personal contacts during
group activities, or by analysing situations of exclusion together with social welfare
organisations, schools, health care institutions, family doctors etc. These meetings give
people with a background of poverty a voice and a place in society. People feel that they
may be someone.
Time for informal exchange by the GRUNDTVIG-partners:
- What efforts are being made to keep initiatives for the elderly accessible?
- Is the proposed methodology useful for other vulnerable groups of villagers (older
seniors, people with disabilities, ...)?
The importance of intergenerational common work became clear. There were examples
from all partners that illustrate the difficulty of excluding poverty of elderly people in rural
settings. The presented methodology (see powerpoint presentation and concluding
publication of our project) can be useful for all vulnerable groups of villagers (older seniors,
people with disabilities, ...). Participation is for all generations and groups a key factor in
enhancing the livability of the villages. Additionally other methods as home visits be
required. We discussed the theme of participation also during our visit at the Netherlands.
More information: see powerpoint presentation and/or mail to
jozefien.godemont@welzijnsschakels.be

2.8. Introduction to the operation of the association ‘De Vlaspit’.
The Vlaspit is a social employment initiative in Scherpenheuvel that focuses on people who
have difficulty getting integrated in the mainstream labor market. The Vlaspit is a dynamic
non-profit organization that is constantly evolving. The organization strives for a balance
between the social and economic context of the employees.
The main objective is that vulnerable people learn a job and get work experience. A second
objective is the temporary employment of long-term unemployed (reintegration in the labor
market).
The non-profit social enterprise includes craft candle making, a cork atelier and a social
restaurant 'The Heerlyckheid'. In addition, the Vlaspit does green maintenance and energy
scans.
Employees from the sheltered workshops of the Vlaspit can count on coaching and guidance
in their daily work situation in order to optimize their functioning. The wider context of the
employees personal live is taken into account.
More information: info@devlaspit.be

2.9. Municipal councils for culture and seniors in the community Tienen.

Tienen, the Sugar Town, is situated in the heart of Belgium. It is the largest town of the
region ‘Hageland’, measuring 7.179 ha. Tienen consists of several rural villages: Grimde,
Overlaar, Oorbeek, Bost, Goetsenhoven, Hakendover, Kumtich and Vissenaken.
Welcome by Wiim Berge, member of the board of the city council (responsabilities: culture,
youth, tourism, child care), and mayor Marcel Logist.
For the content of the introduction of Wim Berger: see powerpoint presentation.

2.10. Visit to the farm ‘In de Zon’, with attention for farm shop selling local
farm products.
Topics: family farming with different generations, local sustainability, local food production
and farm shop as an alternative form of (public) service.

More information: www.hoeve-indezon.be

2.11. Walk through Vissenaken with focus on: the project ‘Vissenaken alive’,
active association life (including village association for seniors), ...
Topics: social inclusion, local livability, socio-cultural (learning) activities, construction and
maintenance of public meeting places.

Our visit to Vissenaken focused on the project ‘Vissenaken alive’ and the rich and varied local
association life (including village associoation for seniors). We also saw a concrete example
of a very vivid local branch of Landelijke Gilden.
The project started with the will of the local associations to put stress on all good aspects of
village live. A nice promo action (with flags and puzzles) led to a brilliant day including a tour
to discover tourist, economic and cultural assets of the village. In addition, they revealed a
work of art and an info panel of the village.
After the overwhelming success of the village festival in 2009 (with more than 3,000
visitors), it was clear there would be a sequel. Today 'Vissenaken alive' has become a nonprofit organization. It is a non-profit umbrella organization, representing more than 30
associations and companies that represent a social or tourist value in Vissenaken. The
organization aims to strengthen the cohesion of the community and to give a larger tourist
look to Vissenaken. They also have the ambition to act as a village council that defends the
interests of Vissenaken.
More info: www.vissenaken.be, www.landelijkegilden.be.

3. Main conclusions / Personal impressions of the workshop
participants
The Flemish countryside has its own character. In Kampenhout it is tucked between houses.
Vissenaken is rural, but only a stone's throw away from the old town of Tienen. Our
GRUNDTVIG-partners had to get used to this. Moreover, the way we have developed
legislation to support our great variaty of clubs, has no equal in Europe. Just like our beer .
Nevertheless some of the projects we showed were very attractive for the visiting partners
from all countries. E.g. the school garden, the support of volontary carers, the organization
and activities of 'Vissenaken leeft', the approach to involve vulnerable people in village life
and the role that local entrepreneurs can play in providing local workplaces and (semi-public)
services for villagers.
The programm was so full, that we lacked time for deep and intensive discussions. But there
has been a lot of exchanges during the informal moments.
In the I-Care project there was a strong focus on the role of processes of adult learning of
senior citizens and intergenerational communication in daily live.In a follow-up project we can
emphasise on organisational and policy aspects of sustainable rural devolpment.

4. Agreements

Final version project guide
- A4 / 24 pages
- Concept + Creating cost´s (done in NL) = 300 Euro from every partner/incl. 50 copies
- Content: see previous discussions
- Discussion on the first draft. Janneke takes notes and shall give feedback to the creative
designer.
- Timing:
- all partners provide missing information, logo’s, photos … before the second of June
- printed version and pdf available for the partners … in August

Updating and maintenance of the website
- Information of the visit of Belgium (presentations, photos, report): Koen (Belgium)
- Final version of the project guide: Koen (Belgium)
- A web-article on the main results of our project: Koen (Belgium)

- The website should definitely stay active until the end of 2015: Anne (Denmark)

Webarticle
Discussion on the purpose and form of this communication tool. As a perspective, we can tell
the story of people we encountered on our trip through Europe. Every partner sends some
photo’s to Koen (Belgium), who writes the article.

5. List of participants
ES

Catalonia/Spain (Coordinació Rural de Catalunya) www.cruc.info
Josep Puit Rull, Joaquim Serra, Alicja Gorny, Marta Erola

DK

Denmark (Mariangerfjord Landdistriktsrad, Hobro, Nordjütland) www.mariagerfjord.dk
www.lag-himmerland.dk
Jens Lykke, Jens Cæsar Jensen, Alice Johanne Jensen, Per Edgar Jorgensen

HU

Hungary (Hungary Folk High School Society, Balatonszepezdi) www.szepezd.hu
Tunde Toth, Janos Szigeti Toth and Katalin Varga

DU

Germany (LEB Aurich – Ostfriesland e.V.) http://www.coneed.eu/i---care/index.html
Gerda Steffens, Heinz-Jürgen Ahlers

NE

The Netherlands (Welzijn Midden Drenthe) www.welzijnmiddendrenthe.nl
Janneke Verdijk, Frans Vader, Jantsje van der Spoel, Willem Tanis

BE

Belgium (Landelijke Gilden) www.landelijkegilden.be
Koen Van den Broeck – Tel. 0032 476 40 51 82
and Daniël Haelvoet, André Gybels, Jeanine Schollaert, Wim Peeters, Jean-Paul Thiry, Jos Van
Grunderbeeck, Karel Lhermitte, Diederik De Clercq, Paul Mees, Geert Mertens, the local
learners and volunteers of Kampenhout and Vissenaken and many others.

